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ABSTRACT 
The extended (J, J')-lossless factorization for discrete-time rational matrix func- 
tions with zeros on the unit circle is considered. A necessary and sufficient condition 
for the existence of the extended (J, J')-Iossless factofization is obtained. The condi- 
tion is given in terms of the original system parameters in the form of a generalized 
eigenvalue problem and a discrete-time algebraic Riccati equation. State-space r pre- 
sentations for the extended (J, J')-lossless factofization are provided. © 1998 Else- 
vier Science Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that the (J, J')-lossless factorization has an important role 
to play in system theory. For instance, it provides a simple and unified 
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framework for considering different kinds of H= control problems [1, 2, 5, 6, 
8, 10-12]. 
The (J, J')-lossless factorization for continuous-time rational functions has 
been extensively studied. In [7], a necessary and sufficient condition has been 
obtained, based on the theory of conjugation developed in [6], for a general 
(unstable) rational function to have a (j, J')-lossless factorization. This condi- 
tion is given in terms of two continuous-time algebraic Riccati equations. 
Subsequently, different approaches (see [3-9]) have been proposed for 
performing ( j ,  J')-lossless factorization for strictly proper rational functions. 
In [4], the extended J-lossless outer factorization for descriptor systems, 
which include strictly proper functions as a special case, is discussed. In [3], a 
so-called zero compensator is used to cancel the offending jo~-axis (including 
~) zero(s) of the strictly proper function to be factored. This reduces the 
extended (J, J')-lossless factorization problem to a standard (J, J')-lossless 
factorization problem for the compensated function. The extended inner-outer 
factorization problem can be treated in a similar way. However, these results 
depend on the selection of the zero compensator. More recently, the ex- 
tended (J, J')-lossless factorization has been considered in [9], where some 
elegant results have been reported. 
The purpose of the paper is to consider the extended (J, J')-lossless 
factorization for the case of discrete-time rational functions with zeros on the 
unit circle. In contrast with the continuous-time case, there are few works on 
(J, J')-lossless factorization for discrete-time systems [11-14]. A necessary 
and sufficient condition for the existence of a (J, J')-lossless factorization for 
discrete-time rational functions is given in [14]. The condition is expressed in 
terms of two discrete-time algebraic Riccati equations. However, if the 
rational function has zeros on the unit circle, one of the two discrete-time 
algebraic Riccati equations has no solution. In this paper, we will use a 
discrete-time version of the zero compensator (see [3]) to cancel the offend- 
ing zeros on the unit circle. Consequently, the standard (J,J')-lossless 
factorization can be applied (e.g. using the results of [14]) to the compensated 
system, which is free of zeros on the unit circle. The extended (J, J')-lossless 
factorization for the original system can then be expressed in terms of the 
zero-compensated system. A necessary and sufficient condition for the exis- 
tence of the extended (J, J')-lossless factorization can thus be obtained. The 
resulting characterization is however not satisfactory, because it depends on 
the specific choice of the zero compensator. The main thrust of our work lies 
in a further analysis with an aim to simplify the "'zero-compensated" charac- 
terization for the extended (J, J')-lossless factorization. We will show in this 
paper that the zero compensator is just a means to the final result, and that 
the characterization can be made independent of the zero compensator. In 
other words, there is not need to construct he zero compensator. 
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Our work can be regarded as a discrete-time version of the results of [9]. 
The approach described here is inspired by the ideas of [9], but our 
development is otherwise independent. We also note that there are signifi- 
cant technical differences which distinguish the extended (J, J')-lossless 
factorization in the discrete-time case from the continuous-time case. 
The paper is organized in the following way. We will define in the present 
section some necessary notation. In Section 2, some preliminary results will 
be given for the discrete-time (J, J')-lossless factorization problem. The 
extended (J, J')-lossless factorization problem is considered in Section 3. The 
main result of the paper, given in Theorem 7, contains a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the existence of the extended (J, J')-lossless factoriza- 
tion together with state-space formulas for performing the factorization. 
Some concluding remarks are given in Section 4. 
The following notation will be used. The conjugate of a complex number 
)t is denoted by ~. cr(M) denotes the set of all eigenvalues of a square matrix 
M ~ C" x,. M ~ C" x, is said to be stable if all its eigenvalues lie inside the 
unit circle. The transpose and hermitian conjugate of a matrix M are denoted 
by M T and M*, respectively. The space spanned by the columns of a matrix 
M is denoted range(M). If a matrix M is partitioned as 
MH Mlz ] 
M = M21 Mz ~ ] 
where Mll ~ R pxq, M12 E R pxr, M21 ~ R mxq, and M22 ~ R mxr, we will 
write M ~ a (p'm)×(q'r). The set of all m × r proper rational matrices 
is denoted RL~x ~. If G(z) ~ RL~nxr has a realization given by G(z) = 
C(zI  - A ) - IB  + D, we will write 
G(z) ~ RL~x r is said to be stable if all its poles lie inside the unit circle. 
The subset of all stable rational matrices in Rl.Jmx r is denoted by RH~x ~. 
For any G(z)  ~ RL~x ~, we will denote 
G*(z )  -- T, c ( z )  = (C(z - l ) )  T 
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2. ( J , J ' ) -LOSSLESS FACTORIZAT ION FOR PROPER RATIONAL 
FUNCTIONS 
In this section, we will state some result for the standard (J, J ')-lossless 
factorization for rational matrices with no zeros on the unit circle. These 
results will be used in the next section to extend the (J, J')-lossless factoriza- 
tion to the case of rational matrices with zero on the unit circle. 
A matrix O(z )  ~ RLm× r is said to be a ( j ,  J ' ) -unitary matrix if 
O-( z)jO( z) =1' Vz ~ c, 
where 
['o 0] 0] 
for some o l+ /3=mand Ix+ o '=r .  
A (J, J ' ) -unitary matrix O(z )  ~ REIn× r is said to be (J, J ')- lossless if 
®*(z)jO(z) <j' Vlz l  >__ i .  
DEFINITION 1. G(z) E aL~n × r is said to have a (J, J ')-lossless factoriza- 
tion if it can be represented as 
G(z )  = O(z ) l~(z ) ,  (2) 
where ~)(z) ~ nI]~nxr is ( J ,  J ')-lossless, and l~I(z), I~l- l(z) ~ RHT× r. 
Let G(z) ~ RLm× r have a minimal realization given by 
with A ~ R nxn, B ~ R nxr, C ~ R re×n, and D ~ a mxr. We will assume 
throughout hat m > r, that A has no eigenvalues at - 1, and that G(z) has 
full normal rank r. 
The next result, given in [14], provides a neeessary and sufficient condi- 
tion for G(z) to have a (J, J ')- lossless factorization. 
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LEMMA 2. G(z) has a (J, J')-lossless factorization given by (2) /f and 
only if the following conditions hold: 
(i) There exists a positive semidefinition matrix X ~ R n × n satisfying 
where 
=- ATy~A + cTJC -- FT(DTJD + BTXB)F, (4) 
--- --( DTJD + BTXB)- I (  BT~ + DTJc), 
and for which the matrix 
A=A+BF 
is stable. 
(ii) There exists a nonsingular matrix W ~ R r× r such that 
DTjD + BT~B = ~fcTj,~. 
(iii) There exists a positive semidefinite matrix Y E R nx" satisfying 
y = AYA T + AYCT(J  -- CYC r) -1CYAT 
and for which ( A + HC) is stable, where H = AYCT(j  - cYcT)  -1. 
(iv) p(YX) < 1, i.e., the spectral radius of YX is less than unity. 
If (i)-(iv) hold, ~)(z) and [ l(z) satisfying (2) can be represented as 
~)( ~) = 
A + Bff 0 B1 
o A ~ (¢¢~)-~, 
C+DF C D 
A+HC 
f i ( z )  = w= _ ~( I  - y : f ) - i  
(5) 
(6) 
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where 
B1 = ( I - YX) - I (  B + HD) ,  
B~ = - ( I  - YX)-I(YXB + HD), 
= I + F (A  + I)-1/~2. 
We note that a necessary condition for the existence of a matrix 3f 
satisfying condition (i) in the above lemma is that G(z) has no zero(s) on the 
unit circle (see [14]). In the case when G(z) has zero(s) on the unit circle, the 
stabilizing solution X does not exist and hence G(z) does not have a 
(J, J')-lossless factorization. We will consider, in the next section, how the 
factorization can be extended to cases where G(z) has zero(s) on the unit 
circle. 
3. EXTENDED (J,J')-LOSSLESS FACTORIZATION 
In this section, we will first relax the definition of the (J, J')-lossless 
factorization to cater for G(z) with zeros on the unit circle. Necessary and 
sufficient conditions will then be derived by means of a general- 
ized eigenvalue approach for G(z) to have an extended (J,J')-lossless 
factorization. 
DEFINITION 3. G(z) is said to have an extended (J, J')-lossless factoriza- 
tion if it can be represented as
C(z)  -- O(z )n (z ) ,  (7) 
where O(z) ~ RL~nxr is (J, J')-lossless and II(z) ~ RL~x r has no zero or 
pole in the region Izl > 1. 
Note that in the extended (J, J')-lossless factorization, I I(z) is allowed to 
have poles and zeros not only inside, but possibly on the unit circle. If G(z) 
has a minimal realization (1), its zeros are given by the generalized eigenval- 
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ues of the matrix pencil 
e~(z) = [ -zt  + a BD] C (8) 
We will have occasion to consider the pencil 12(z), defined as 
12( z) = -CrJC I - zA r - D . 
oTjc zB ~ o~Jo I 
(9) 
To prepare for the extended (J, J')-lossless factorization, we need to 
isolate the zeros of G(z) on the unit circle, as follows. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose G(z) has n o zero(s) on the unit circle. Then there 
exist orthogonal matrices S and T such that 
SrPc( z )T= [-zErest + Arest 0 ] 
* - zE  o + A o ' 
Eo,  A 0 E R n°xn° (10)  
where E 0 is nonsingular and ( - zE  0 + A o) is a regular pencil containing all 
the elementary divisors associated with the zeros of Pc(z) on the unit circle. 
Let S and T be partitioned conformally with (10) as 
Sn $12 ]
S = S21 S2 2 E a (n'm)x(n+m-n°'n°),  
Tll T12] ~ R(n,~)x(n+r-no,no). 
T -- [ T21 T2 2 ] 
Then the following hold: 
(i) The eigenvalues of Pc(z) on the unit circle are given by cr(EolA0), 
with the associated eigenspace given by 
T12 range[ T~ 1' 
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i.e., 
[A B][T12] = T12] 1 
Z22J [/ 0][ _ (11) C T22 ] E° A°" 
Furthermore, the subblocks of S and T satisfy 
$12 = T12Eol, $22 = 0 (12) 
(ii) The pair (Tz~, EolAo) is observable, and the eigenvalues of the 
matrix 
A o = EolAo - EolBoT22, (13) 
can be placed arbitrarily by a suitable choice of B o. 
(iii) Let B o be chosen such that the eigenvalues of A o lie inside the unit 
circle, and let 
EolA0 E o ] 
U(z) = [ Tz2 i B° . (14) 




= ~ RHr× ~. u-l(z) -- T22 I 
Lemma 4 can be proved using an argument similar to that for Theorem 3 
in [3]. Here, we simply note that (11) and (12) follow readily from (10). The 
observability of (T22, E o 1A 0) is a consequence of the observability of (C, A). 
One can check that G(z) has no zero on the unit circle by considering 
sTp6(z)T, where 
[z' nc 
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REMARK 1. In the rest of this paper, we will assume that B 0 has been 
chosen such that U-l(z) ~ RHr~xr . 
Using the terminology of [3], U(z) defined by (14) is called a zero 
compensator of G(z), because the compensated G(z) = G(z)U(z) has no 
zero on the unit circle. Consequently, if G(z) has a (J, J')-lossless factoriza- 
tion G(z) = O(z)Fl(z), it follows that G(z) has an extended (J, J')-lossless 
factorization given by 
U(z)  = o (z )n (z ) ,  
where II(z) = rl(z)U-l(z). The next lemma states this relationship between 
the (extended) (J, J')-lossless factorizations of G(z) and G(z). 
LEMMA 5. G(z) has an e^xtended (J, J')-lossless factorization if and only 
if the compensated function G(z) = G( z )U( z ) has a ( J, J ' )-lossless factoriza- 
tion. 
Using I.emma 5, a necessary and sufficient condition for G(z) to have an 
extended (J, J')-lossless factorization can be obtained by applying Lemma 2 
to G(z) given in Lemma 4. 
LEMMA 6. G(z) has an extended (J, J')-lossless factorization given by 
(7) / f  and only if: 
(i) There exists positive semidefinite matrix X ~ R "×" satisfying 
= Avf~A + CvjC _ fiT(DTJD + ~T~) f f ,  (16) 
where 
= - ( °T J  o + + o Jc), 
and for which the matrix 
is stable. 
(ii) There exists a nonsingular matrix W ~ R ~xr such that 
DT]D + /~T~/~ = V~r],~v~. (17) 
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(iii) There exists a positive semidefinite matrix Y ~ R "x" satisfying 
y = AYA r + AYCr ( j  - CYC r ) - lCYAr  (18) 
and for which ( A + HC) is stable, where H = AYCr ( j  - CYCr) -1. 
(iv) p(YX) < 1. 
Moreover, O(z)  and Fl(z) satisfying (7) can be represented as 
O(z)  = 
A+/~F 0 /3~/31] 
o a (ff'-)-~, 
C+DF C D 
(19) 
A + HC t ~ + HD] 
^,~ 
=W~ 
A + HC - (B  + HD)Tz~ 
0 A o 
-:(~ - Y:,)-' -T~ 
+ HD 
E o 1B o 
, (20)  
where 
nl  = ( I  - y~) - l (~  --]- HD) ,  
= - + HD) ,  




Although Lemma 6 provides necessary and sufficient condition for the 
existence of an extended (J, J')-lossless factorization for G(z), the condition 
is unsatisfactor~ in that it depends on the choice of the parameter B 0 
(contained in B). Moreover, the dimension of rI(z) in Lemma 6 is greater 
than that of I*I(z) is Lemma 2. It turns out that we can eliminate B0 from the 
necessary and sufficient condition as well as from the representation for O(z) 
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and I I ( z )  by a detailed analysis of the solution 3( to the discrete algebraic 
Riceati equation (16). This also results in a reduction in the dimensions of 
O(z )  and H(z) .  We will now state our main result, as follows: 
THEOREM 7. Let G(z )  ~ RL m x ~ have a minimal realization (3), and let 
L = I 
Ll 
L2 ~ R(n ,n , r )xn l  
Ls 
be a full-column-rank matrix whose columns form a basis for the stable 
eigenspace of the matrix pencil 12(z) given in (9), i.e., there exists a stable 
matrix A ~ R"~X"l such that 
A 0 B]IL11 0 0,,L1] 
-C jD , -cTjo 0ILL2 a 
DrJC 0 DrJD L s -B  r 0 J [L  3 
(24) 
Then G(z)  has an extended (J, ]')-lossless factorization given by (7) if and 
only if: 
(i) n 1 = n - n o, [L  1 T12] is nonsingular, andX := [L 2 0] [L  1 T12] -1 is 
positive semidefinite, where n o and Tie are given in Lemma 4. 
(ii) There exists a nonsingular matrix W ~ R rx r 6~ch that 
D3D + B~xB = w~l 'w .  
(iii) There exists a positive semidefinite matrix Y ~ R n x,  satisfying 
y = AYA T + AYCT( J  -- cYCT) - ICYA T 
and for which (A  + HC) is stable, where H = AYCT(J -- cYCT)  -1. 
(iv) p(YX) < 1. 
Moreover, @(z) and r l(z)  satisfying (7) can be represented as 
O( z) = 
A 0 B1 ] 
0 A B2](W=)-I, 
CL1 + DL 3 C D 
(25) 
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A + HC B IHD]  
r I (z)  =W~_F( i _YX)_  ~ " , (26) 
where 
BI= [In , O.~×.o][L1-YL 2 T12] - l (B+HD) ,  (27) 
B 2 = - ( I  - YX)- I (YXB + HD), (28) 
e=[L3 r22][L1 r12] -~, (29) 
= I + F( A + I ) - l  B2. (30) 
Note that in Theorem 7, the necessary and sufficient condition character- 
izing the existence of the extended (J, J')-lossless factorization, as well as the 
state-space r presentations for ®(z) and II(z), is expressed in terms of the 
parameters of the original system G(z) only. There is no need to construct 
the zero compensator. It is only necessary to solve a generalized eigenvalue 
problem and a discrete time algebraic Riceati equation in order to obtain the 
extended (J, J')-lossless factorization. 
We will need a series of lemmata in order to prove Theorem 7. The 
following result, cited from [14], recasts the discrete algebraic Riccati equa- 
tion of Lemma 6(i) as a generalized eigenvalue problem. 
LEMMA 8. Let A ~ R nxn, B ~ R n×r, C E R TM, D ~ n m×r, and let 
[xl] X 2 E a (n'n'r)xl 
X3 
be a full-column-rank matrix whose columns form a basis for the stable 
eigenspace of the matrix pencil 
A - z/ 0 S 1 
l~(z )=- -cT JC  I - za  ~ -Cr jD  , 
DTJC z~ ~ D~JD J 
(31) 






o ]ix1] o o,,xll 
- c~ jo  x~ = ~ o//x~/A, 
0 D~'JD Xa _~T 0jLX3j 
(32) 
where A ~ R z×z is stable. Then: 
(i) The dimension of the stable eigenspace of ~(z )  is at most n, i.e., 
l<n .  
(ii) There exists a positive semidefinite matrix X satisfying Lemma 6(0 if 
and only if 
1 = n,  X 1 is nonsingular, 
(33) 
X 2 X~ 1 is positive semidefinite. 
Moreover, if the condition (33) is true, then X, F, and A defined in 
Lemma 6 are given by 
= X2Xi  t , P = XsX{ ~ , A = X1AX~ ~. (34) 
By Lemma 8, we can solve the discrete algebraic Riccati equation given in 
Lemma 6(i) as a generalized eigenvalue problem for the matrix pencil ~(z). 
For this purpose, we need to construct the stable eigenspace of fKz). First, 
consider the pencil 
From (11), (12), (13), and (15) we have 
ojL 22] I  0 L 22  36, 
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Thus, the columns of [ T~2 ] form a basis for the eigenspace associated with Tz= 
eigenvalues o'(di 0) of the pencil Pd(z). It follows from (36) that 
--CTJC I --CTJD = A T Ao. 
Dr]C 0 DTJD JLT~ _/~T 0j[_T2 2 
(37) 
Hence' the c°lumns °f [ r~2]r= span an n0-dimensional subspace in the stable 
eigenspace of ~(z). The next two lemmas will be used for determining the 
remainder of the stable eigenspace of ~(z). 
LEMMA 9. The pencil ~(z )  given in (9) is regular, i.e., there exists 
z o ~ C such that lq(z o) is nonsingular. 
Proof. Since G(z) ~ RE~x r has full normal rank r, there exists a z 0 on 
the unit circle such that ZoI - A is nonsingular and the matrix 15 := D + 
C(z o I - A)-1B is a full column rank. Consequently, 
rank(/5*J/5) = rank(J/5/5*) = r. 
It can be shown [by first argumenting lq(z) and then performing some 
elementary operations] that 
[A  - z l  B O O ] 
rank l~(z) = rank C D 0 - J  
0 0 I - zA r - C T 
0 0 zB r D T 
-m VzeC.  
Hence, we have 
rank I1(z0) = 2n + rank(/5*J/5) 
=2n+r .  
This show that 12(z)is regular. 
LEMMA 10. Let M - zN be a regular pencil, where M, N ~ R nxn, and 
let Y1 ~ Rnxll and Y2 ~ RnXl~ be fuU-column-rank matrices atisfying 
MY 1 = NY1A1, MY2 = NY2A2, 
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where A 1 ~ R l'xll and A 2 ~ R l~xt2 have disjoint spectra, i.e., o'(A 1) n 
(r(A2) = O. Then, the matrix [Y1 Yz] has full column rank. 
Proof. Since M - zN is regular, there exists a z 0 ~ C such that M - 
z 0 N is nonsingular. For this z0, 
( M - zoN) [Y  1 Y2] -= N[YI Yz][ A1-  z°I 0 l 
0 Az - Zo I j " l 
Thus, 
( M - zoN)-X N[Y1 = 
y2][(Al-zoI)-t 0 ] 
0 (A  2 - Zo I )  -1  " 
(38) 
Note that o'(A 1) n cr (A~)=O=~ ¢r((A 1 -zo I )  -1) n cr((A 2 -z0 I )  -1 
= O. From (38), range Y1 and range Y 2 are eigenspaces of the matrix 
(M-  zoN) - lN  corresponding to disjoint sets of eigenvalues. Hence, 
rangeY 1 D range Y 2 = O. It follows that [Y1 Y2] has full column rank, be- 
cause Y1 and Y2 are full column rank. • 
LEMMA 11. In the notation defined thus far: 
(i) The matrix L = L2 has full column rank. 
L a T~ J 
(ii) The columns of £ form a basis for the stable eigenspace of f i(z). 
(iii) Lemma 6(i) holds if and only if Theorem 7(i) holds. Under either 
condition, 
X=X=[L  2 0][L 1 T12]-', (39) 
ff = F=[L  3 T~][L  1 T121-1, (40) 
a 0][ ^ L1 T12]-1, (41) ---A +/3if= [L  1 T12 ] A1 Ao 
where ~l = - Eo 1Bo L3" 
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Proof. (i): It follows from (11) and (24) that 
--CTJC I -CgD//L<, 0 
DrJC 0 DrS D J [ L  a T22 
: A o / /~  o o 
Eo A0 • 
-B  T o J IL3 Tz2 
(42) 
Since or(A) N o'(EolA0) = 0,  condition (i) of this lemma follows directly 
from Lemmas 9 and 10. 
(ii): We will first prove that columns of L belong to the stable eigenspace 
of l~l(z). From (11), we have that 
A:G + BT~2 = r l2(EolAo) ,  
CT12 + DT22 = O. 
These, together with the equalities at the (2, 1) and (3, 1) positions of (42), 
yield 
r~ L<> = (G'Ao)T(T~ L<,)A. 
Since A is stable and E o 1A 0 has eigenvalues only on the unit circle, we must 
have 
T T r 2 = 0. (43) 
Making use of (12) and (43), we can write (42) as 
-c"sc ~ - c9o / /~ ,  o 
DTJC 0 DTjD JIG r22 
! o olp,, 
: ,,._, o / /L~ 
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where  /~1 = -EolBoL3 • Note that A and A 0 are stable; hence, the columns 
of L belong to the stable eigenspace of the pencil ~(z). 
Next, we will show that the columns of L form a basis for the stable 
eigenspace of the pencil ~(z). Because of (37), we can assume that the 
stable eigenspace of fKz) is spanned by the full-column rank matrix of the 
form 
I 
Ll T12 [ 






, "C~IDIIL~ / 
0 DrJD J[L3 T22j 
= A~ O//L~ 0 ~, Ao 
_f ir  0 J ig  ~ 7"22 
(45) 
where ~ is a stable matrix. Using an argument similar to that for establishing 
(43) and (44), it can be shown that 
T r L~ = 0 
and 
A 0 ] 
-CrJC I -CBTJD 
DYJC 0 DrJD ] 
L~ 
L3 T~J 
ii o !]I 
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where F 1 = I'1 + EolBoL3 • Thus, the columns of L belong to the eigenspaee 
of l'l(z) associated with the stable eigenvalues of f l (z)  and cr(EolA0). 
However, this space is spanned by the columns of L. Thus range L _ range L. 
Therefore, we have shown that the columns L form a basis for the stable 
eigenspace of the pencil l~l(z). 
(iii): Necessity: In this case there exists a positive semidefinite matrix 
satisfying Lemma 6(i). From parts (i) and (ii) of this lemma, L has full 
column rank and its columns span the stable eigenspace of ~(z) .  By Lemma 
8, we have that 
rank/~ = n, 
i.e., n 1 + n o = n, [L 1 T12] is nonsingular, and 
X=[L  2 0][L,  T12]-' =X 
is positive semidefinite. Moreover, by (34) we also have 
g=[L  TI ] =F, 
A 0 ][L1 T12]_1. = [L1 T12] /~1 A0 
Sufficiency: Suppose Theorem 7(i) holds, i.e., [L 1 T12] is nonsingular and 
X:= [L 2 0][L 1 T12] -I 
is positive semidefinite. In view of (44), an application of Lemma 8(ii) yields 
Lemma 6(i). 
Furthermore, under one of the two equivalent conditions, (39), (40), and 
(41) hold, as shown in the necessity part given above. • 
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 7. 
Proof of Theorem 7. We will prove the theorem by showing that 
conditions (i)-(iv) in Theorem 7 are equivalent o conditions (i)-(iv) in 
Lemma 6. It has already been established in Lemma 11(iii) that Theorem 7(i) 
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¢* Lemma 6(i). Next, we note from (39) that XT12 = 0. Using (12) and (15) 
and noting that X is symmetric, we have 
XB= XB, BrXB= BTXB. 
It then follows that Theorem 7(ii) ¢~ Lemma 6(ii). Furthermore, W and V¢ 
in these conditions can be chosen to be the same. Clearly, the conditions of 
Theorem 7 (iii), (iv) are identical with those of Lemma 6(iii)-(iv). Hence, we 
have shown that the conditions of Theorem 7(i)-(iv) are necessary and 
sufficient for G(z) to have an extended (J,J')-lossless factorization. It 
remains to show that (25) and (26) provide a state-space representation for 
the factorization. 
From (19), we have 
e(z )  = 
A+/~g 0 
o A ~ (W~-) -', 
C+DF C D 
(47) 
where we have made use of W = V¢ and ~ = ~ Now, consider applying a 
similarity transformation [ L 1 Tie ] to the subsystem 
C +DF 
in (47). Note that 
o] 
ILl T12I - I (A+BF)[L1 T121= £1 Ao [by(41)] 
(C + DF)[L 1 T,2 ] = [CL x + DL 3 0] [by( l l ,40) ]  
[L 1 T12]-1/~1 = {( I - -  YX)[L 1 T12]}-1(/~ + HD) 
[by (21)] 
= [L  1 -- YL 2 T12] - l ( /~  q- HD). 
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Applying the transformation to (47) and noting that B 2 =/32, we have 
O(z) = 
h 0 0 
£1 A o 0 
0 0 A 
"CL 1 + DL a 0 C 
[I., 0,,x,0] [L , -YL 2 T12 ]-I(B +HD) 
B2 
D 
x(w ) -1 
h 0 
0 A 




which is (25). Next, apply a similarity transformation to the realization of 
II(z) given in (20) by performing the following operations: (a) add T m × (2nd 
row) to the 1st row, and (b) subtract (1st column)x T12 from the 2nd 
column. We have 
n(z) = w~ 
I A+HC -(B+HD)T2g-(A+HC)TI2+TI~Ao 
0 A o × 
-F ( I -¥X)  -~ -r22+~(I-gJ~)-lr~2 
(B+HD) +T12(EolBo) 1 
E otB 0 
I 
(4s) 
From (36), (27), and (15), we have that 
- (  B + HD)T22 - ( A + HC)Tlz = -T12Ao, 
+ HD + TlzEolBo = B + HD, 
(49) 
(50) 
From Lemma ll(iii), we have 
^ - i  
- Yx )  = F( I - YX) -1 
= [La T22][L 1 -YL  2 T12 ] - 1, 
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which implies 
-T22 + ff( I - YX)- lT12 = O. 
Putting (49), (50), and (51) into (48) gives 
A +HC 
n(z )  = o 
-F ( I -YX)  -~ 
0 B +HD 
A 0 EolBo 
0 I 
= w-= _ 




We have studied in this paper the extended (J, J')-lossless factorization 
for discrete-time rational matrix functions G(z)  with zeros on the unit circle. 
A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of the extended 
(J, J')-lossless factorization is obtained. This condition is stated in terms of 
the generalized eigenvalue problem and a discrete-time algebraic Riccati 
equation using only original system parameters. No preliminary operation to 
remove the zeros of G(z)  on the unit circle is required. A state-space 
representation is provided for the factors of the extended (J, J')-lossless 
factorization. 
The authors are grateful to the editor, Professor C. I( Li, and an 
anonymous reviewer for their kind comments and valuable suggestions, and 
to the Hong Kong Research Grants Council for financial support. 
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